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What a wonderful freedom:  
to choose what woman we want  

to be and dress accordingly

Today, like never before, fashion offers us options.  
In this book I show you how best to navigate them. 

Learn how to shop smart, finding clothes that flatter 
and make you feel the best version of “you”. Together 
we can find your clothing happy place, one that will 

serve you well for many years to come.

“Anna Murphy will get you out and about  

wearing your best smile! ”
Domenico Dolce and Stefano Gabbana

“ Imagine a garden in black and white?  
This book will guide you through the power  

of colour, and the power of black.”
Diane von Furstenberg

Extracted from How Not To Wear Black, 
first published in Great Britain in 2018 
by Dorling Kindersley Limited,  
DK, One Embassy Gardens,  
8 Viaduct Gardens, London SW11 7BW. 
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Introduction

Over and over I hear from women asking me for help in 
finding their fashion way. I understand all too well how 
easy it is to get lost. There are so many choices; so many 
options. And most of us go through periods of our life 
when we have too many other things going on to allow 
us enough time properly to keep our eye in when it 
comes to what’s current. 

I see the most important part of my job as Fashion 
Director of The Times as acting as a kind of pathfinder. 

The forever wardrobe  
is not an impossible 
notion. And I am here to 
help you track it down. 

“

sarah  

haran

That’s also why I wrote my book 
How Not To Wear Black, some 
of which is extracted here. You 
can learn to navigate your way 
to the “you” who feels and looks 
like your very best self, and I 
would love to help you do it. 

Just as importantly, you can 
have fun whilst doing so. As 
women we have so many more 

ways than men to celebrate and empower ourselves 
through our wardrobes. Once you find your compass, 
that very same choice that once felt overwhelming, 
burdensome, suddenly starts to feel like the greatest  
of gifts.

How do you navigate with a compass? By way of the 
north pole, of course. When it comes to your fashion 
compass, I believe it’s your bag that is your true north 
pole. Whether you are just embarking on your journey 
of sartorial self-discovery, or whether you are adept  
at dressing in a way that makes you feel happy and 
seen, it’s all about the bag. Find a great bag, one that 
combines form and function, that makes your heart 
sing, and it pulls together every outfit. Not only that.  
It pulls together “you”!“



Sustainable
Fashion

WHAT IT REALLY MEANS,  
HOW TO PULL IT OFF
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My mother 
taught me that 
style is about 
attitude. It has 
nothing to do 
with money.

“
How to become a better fashion consumer? It’s now 
almost as common a conversation among the front row as where 
to find the perfect jeans. And the answer is, if anything, even less 
straightforward, even more open to interpretation. 

Most of us are trying to work out how to be better consumers, 
be it of fashion, food, fuel, or anything else you care to mention. 
And those of us who aren’t should be. A true happy-ever-after 
wardrobe isn’t just about you, but about our planet, our children’s 
planet.

How to love that planet, as well as to love fashion? The easy  
part of the equation is that we need to buy less, which is why 
learning how to buy better is so important. What better means 
when it comes to flattering your body, working with your lifestyle, 
and making you feel like the best possible version of you, is 
comparatively simple. What better means in terms of cost to  
the environment and impact on workers in the production  
chain is considerably trickier. 

One thing that’s clear is that we need to be prepared to spend  
a little more. It’s not that you need to have money to look chic. 
Indeed, financial abundance often leads to a scattergun approach 
to clothes buying, which in turn results in a wardrobe that at best 
lacks focus, and at worst is out of control. “I see a lot of women 
who don’t have money, who don’t spend, and they look chic 
beyond,” observes the designer Carolina Herrera. “And I see a lot 
of women who spend a lot of money, who buy everything they 
see, and don’t look good.” 

But the fact is that the rise of so-called fast fashion has given  
us a false sense of the true cost of the production process of, say, a 
jacket. If the people who produce that jacket are properly paid, and 
if the environment doesn’t pay the price either, it may cost more 
than many of us are currently prepared to spend. A friend who 
worked as a buyer for a budget brand said that her job became 
impossible, as margins were ever more squeezed to keep costs 
down. She would be instructed to tell a manufacturer that they 
had to produce a piece for a certain price whilst at the same time 

– I r i s  A p f e l
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guaranteeing it was ethical. Said manufacturer would reply that  
it could be done, but only if someone paid the price of that 
cost-cutting, and that someone would always be the workers and 
Mother Earth. My friend has since left her job.

From Fast to slow fashion
It’s worth noting what a recent phenomenon fast fashion is. The 
term was only coined in 1989 to describe Zara’s “quick response” 
model. This concept had first been introduced earlier in that same 
decade by the American clothing industry, which had in turn 
pinched it from the Japanese car industry. Its original intent was 
to improve efficiencies in manufacturing and supply chains. It did 
that. But it also turned us all into trend junkies. 

Our mothers and grandmothers – even the most clothes 
addicted among them – bought in a way that was measured,  
and with a view to the long term. Our shopping habits would be 
unrecognizable to them. Almost half of Chinese consumers now 
buy more than they can afford, with 
around 40 per cent qualifying as 
excessive shoppers. Can we re-learn 
how to shop as our predecessors  
did? Can we shake off our fast-
fashion addiction?

One consideration that might 
help us go cold turkey: has all of  
this consuming made us any more 
stylish? Absolutely not. Many of us 
have actually lost our way as a result. 
We’ve developed a kind of trends-
blindness – think snow-blindness but a lot more expensive – 
which means that, though we may buy more than we used to, we 
tend not to wear most of it. 

Our wardrobes may be bulging but we – I – default to a smaller 
capsule iteration eked out from around its edges. Whilst we may 
be endlessly tempted into buying the kind of fantastical fashion 

Has all this consuming 
actually made us  
any more stylish? 
Absolutely not.

“

that Sarah Jessica Parker used to wear in Sex and the City, in practice 
– if we are lucky; if we are getting it right – we default to the 
edited timeless chic she now wears in Divorce. (There’s a metaphor 
in there somewhere!) We tend to feel happier if we manage to 
enact just a little school-of-Marie-Kondo thinking and chuck out 
– sorry, upcycle – the things we don’t wear so we can eyeball the 
things we do. 

“Fashion has always been about novelty,” says Dilys Williams, 
from the London College of Fashion’s Centre for Sustainable 
Fashion. But it didn’t necessarily used to be about more. “We  
used to be more adaptive. There used to be less through-put.” In 
other words, we would keep things for longer and make them 
work harder for us: mixing-and-matching; re-tooling an old  
item to look new; look-lifting by way of small add-ons. And, as  
Williams continues, though we may buy far more than our 
forebears, “We don’t look any more stylish or distinctive than 
people used to.” 

These days sustainable fashion doesn’t need to appear worthy:  
it can look like, well, fashion. Take the va-va-voom Calvin Klein 
dress that the actress Emma Watson wore to the Met Gala in 2016 as 
part of the so-called Green Carpet Challenge. It was a million miles 
from the plastic bottles it started life as. Proof positive that there is 
such a thing as green-hot. Indeed, pretty much whatever your heart 
desires is now available in a planet-friendly incarnation if you buy 
from the right brands. You could glam it up in a sequinned skirt, 
biker jacket, and heels, and still be ticking all the right boxes. 

Natural isn't always Best
But what does sustainable fashion mean exactly? Even the lexicon 
can be confusing. First it was green. Then it was eco. Now it’s 
sustainable. These terms are synonymous, but also nebulous. “How 
do you measure sustainability? Where does it start? Where does it 
stop?” asks Rebecca Earley of the Centre for Circular Design, part of 
the University of the Arts London. “Every aspect of a textile, of the 
production of a garment, has complexities.” 
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Many of the layperson’s assumptions about what is or isn’t  

good for the planet can be misguided. I always thought natural 
fibres were preferable. Yet cotton, for example, is a voracious 
consumer of water, especially in climates to which it is not suited, 
such as China’s – currently the second-biggest global producer. 
Recycled polyester, on the other hand, a by-product of the 
petrochemical industry, gets the thumbs up from Earley.  
Similarly, man-made Tencel®, which, like all forms of viscose,  
is plant-based and therefore neither truly synthetic nor truly 
natural, “is going to solve a lot of problems in the future.” Yep.  
This stuff is a headspin. 

It’s these complexities that go a long way towards explaining 
why legislative change is coming at  
such a slow pace across the world.  
The buzzword for the future, Earley  
tells me, is “circular”. “It’s measurable,” 
she says. “You either close the loop  
or you don’t. This is what is going to  
give us a framework going forward. 
Using so-called Life Cycle Analysis 
[LCA], we can determine that, say,  
one dress is 40 per cent better  
than another.” 

It also matters what happens to  
a garment after it’s bought. We wash  
our clothes too often. One of the  
biggest environmental impacts of  
the average cotton t-shirt, according  
to Earley, will come via our over-
laundering. We also throw clothes away 
too readily. Buying less is, again, part  
of the solution here. But it’s also about 
looking after what we have: de-bobbling 
our jumpers and invisible-mending  
the holes in our clothes.

One of the biggest 
environmental impacts 
of the average cotton 
t-shirt will come via 
our over-laundering.

“

Putting on the 
pressure

We need to ask questions of the brands we buy clothes from, 
and to become as informed as we can be about what presents  
a bad purchasing choice vs a good one or an even better one. 

Thankfully, there are some key pressure groups than can  
help us with this, each of them targeting different aspects  

of sustainability.

The Ellen Macarthur Foundation, for example, is focused  
on sustainability in the most literal sense, demanding that 
companies recycle and buy back more, and that we – the 

consumer – buy less and keep it for longer. 

Slaveryfootprint.org campaigns against modern-day slavery. 
You can take its excellent online survey to find out, in the 

words of the website, "how many slaves are working for you". 
Fascinating and terrifying.

Then there’s the Sustainable Apparel Coalition, number-
cruncher extraordinaire: an industry-led initiative that draws 
on scientific evidence to determine the environmental impact 

of particular materials. It also brings together direct 
competitors such as Nike and Adidas to collaborate  

on improving their practices. 
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Some think it’s all about 
consumers changing 
their wicked ways, 
others that it’s 
businesses that are 
doing the harm. In 
practice it’s both.

“

– R e b e c c a  E a r l e y

Changing our Approach
Dilys Williams believes that the initial legislative changes will 
focus on “specific issues”. First up, like as not, will be laws to  
deal with “microfibres that go back into the water system,  
and big global issues like water stress.” (By 2030 global demand  
for water will outstrip supply.) In the meantime, she continues, 
“we don’t need legislation to tell us what good fashion is. It’s  
about a culture change.” 

Can we alter our habits? Research would suggest that 
millennials already are, with 66 per cent willing to spend more on 
brands that are sustainable, according to The State of Fashion 2018 
report by the Business of Fashion and McKinsey. But the culture 
change has to be corporate, too. “Some think it’s all about 
consumers changing their wicked ways,” says Rebecca Earley, 
“others that it’s businesses that do the harm. In practice it’s both.”

On this Williams expresses cautious optimism. “The big guys 
know legislation is coming. They are already sourcing from places 
with scarcity of water and other resources. They know that they 
can’t continue as they are.” Some brands have enlightened 
leadership. Some are acting from more immediate self-interest, 
responding not only to consumer interest but also to economic 
exigencies. “If you recycle your materials, you cut your costs,”  
says Earley. 

The luxury group Kering – home to Gucci and Alexander 
McQueen – gets a gold star for its introduction of a tool called  
the Environmental Profit & Loss Account, which it now publishes 
in its annual report, and which reveals the cost to nature of its 
fashion production in that year. Meanwhile, fast-fashion 
behemoths such as H&M and Mango have sustainable collections. 

Step by step
Is it hypocrisy that mega-brands – be they high street or luxury – 
should be flying the sustainability flag from their flagpoles whilst 
at the same time tempting us to spend, spend, spend? Of course. 
Yet interestingly the experts seem to see that hypocrisy as a 
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3
H&M CONSCIOUS

Sustainable fabric  
innovation is one focus in  

this fashion-forward  
annual collection. 

2 
EILEEN FISHER

A transparent and trailblazing 
American label. Its Renew 

collection resells or re-tools 
items sent in by customers.

1 
G-STAR RAW

Their Raw for the Planet 
denim is made with  

98 per cent recycled water. 

4 
GATHER & SEE

Some dialled-down basics, 
some statement pieces, from a 

range of cool, little known 
brands. What’s not to like? 

necessary one. “No business can turn around overnight,” says 
Williams. “By starting to transform sections of their company  
they can trial ways to make more wholesale changes.” (And give  
us a means to vote with our wallets.) “H&M, for example, is doing 
some big work. They are very serious about change. And Kering is 
really leading the way.”

For now there is no single brand or website that has all the 
answers, but there are growing numbers that will help you feel  
as good about the provenance of what you are buying as about  
how it makes you look. Search out those who are clear about their 
statement of intent, and who give detailed information on the 
provenance of everything they sell. 

5
NINETY PER CENT
A new sustainable British 

leisurewear brand; 90 per cent 
of its profits are donated  

to charity. 

6
MAISON DE MODE
A favourite with film stars  
who like their carpet to be 

green not red.

Here is my Top 20 of 
those who are leading the 
way. Go forth and shop, 

but only if you really 
think you need to.
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16
WE ARE THOUGHT
An Australian brand that 

delivers affordable practical 
clothes leavened by some  

great prints. 

18
ANTIBAD

A wide range of price points, 
but a singularity of focus, this 
website is particularly good on 

affordable bags and shoes. 

20
EDUN

A luxury label that  
delivers discreet style  

with a twist. 

8 
MANGO COMMITTED

This annual collection from 
the fast-fashion behemoth is  
at the forefront of its forays 

into sustainability. 

10 
POSITIVE LUXURY

This website has a 
Sustainability Council that 
includes high-profile figures 

like Jonathon Porritt.

12 
RÊVE EN VERT

Another celebrity favourite 
that's as strong at off-duty  

as on-carpet brands.

11 
MAIYET

A stealth-wealth American 
brand that partners with 

artisans from around  
the world. 

19 
THE ACEY

Founded in 2014 by fashion 
pro Holly Ellenby who set  
out to find “innovative, 

conscious” brands. 

17 
STELLA MCCARTNEY
A trailblazing British luxury 

brand, which uses recycled and 
sustainable materials.

14
THEORY

This American label’s 2.0 
Collection has sustainability at 
its core, with refreshed-classic 
styling that will serve you 24/7.

9 
KITX

A high-end Australian label 
with rigorous sustainability 

standards, and a just  
zeitgeist-enough feel. 

7 
FONNESBECH

A Scandi game changer that 
delivers a tight edit on  
a minimalist aesthetic. 

13 
FILIPPA K

This top sustainability brand 
will treat or repair any garment 

as part of its “10 Years of  
Care” programme. 

15
PEOPLE TREE

This multi-award-winning 
website launched 26 years ago, 
and still offers a wide range of 
sustainable, affordable fashion. 
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